
How to open your combination locker 

❖ Make sure you are in the right locker room (either 7 or 8) and you are at the correct locker (# 1-150). 

❖ Clear the combination by giving the dial a few complete spins before entering your first number.   

 

1. You are going to enter the numbers of the 3-number combination going in a R-L-R direction (start turning 

right, get to the second # by going left, and stopping at the third number by going right).  Turn the dial to 

the RIGHT         and arrive at your first number in your 3-number combination. 

2. You are going to activate the correct dialing sequence by going completely past the second number in your 

3-number combination and coming back to it.  So, turn the dial to the LEFT          from the first number go 

past the second number and continue turning the dial LEFT         until you arrive at the second number for 

the second time and stop. 

3. You can now turn the dial to the RIGHT         for the third number in the 3-number combination and stop 

exactly on that number.  Do not pass the third number in the combination go straight to the last number of 

the combination and STOP. 

4. When you arrive at the third number in the 3-number combination lift up the handle in the door plate and 

swing open the locker door. 

 

• If you cannot open your locker ask for help.  If the combination given is not working still see Coach Flowers 

or Coach Jordan for a different locker. 

• Make sure you have written down the combination and you remember the number sequence.   

• All of the issued equipment and your personal items are locked at all times. 

• No aerosol cans or glass items are allowed in the locker rooms because they are hazardous. 
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